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Qingtong Qua – Early Bronze Coins of China 
By Gerald J. Gallagher 
 
Early monetary instruments of China combine their reverence for written images with respect for utilitarian objects.  
Among the first pictographs which evolved into “characters” are Cowrie shells, the ovoid homes of the snails common 
in areas of warm ocean water (Fig #1).    As  a  medium of  exchange,  Cowries  date to the  Shang Dynasty  in the 16th  
 

     
PROC,  Cowrie Shells, Scott #2752-2756. Issued Nov 5, 1990 (Fig#1) 

 

Century BCE, becoming 
circulating currency by the 11th 
century BCE, commonly as 
strung shells.   The small change 
of their time, bronze replicas 
were made under the Zhou 
Dynasty (1045-256BCE) from 
the 8th century.   

The First Emperor, Qin Shi Huang-di (221-207BCE) attempted to exert his authority over commerce and taxation by 
outlawing their use.  Courie strings remained popular in Yunnan, a southern province, until the medieval era. 

 
Unlike Western coinage, gold and silver were uncommon in commercial use except for a 
few specialized forms, e.g. blocks or lumps of gold with inscriptions of weight.  Bronze 
was the metal of choice, and differing from the west, the pieces were cast in molds rather 
than hammered between dies.  Well known are the ritual bronzes of the Shang from c. 
1600BCE.   Grave goods include bells in many tonal sizes (Fig #2) .  Their shape brings 
to mind the most familiar of ancient Chinese money, the Spades. 
 

Shang Bell, Scott #3074, issued Dec 31, 2000 (Fig#2)  >> 

 
 

       
PROC, Spade Money, Scott #1997-2000, issued June 16, 1976  
(Fig #3) 
 

 
Prototypes of Spade money date to the later 
Shang, C 13th century BCE, but their formal 
use is typical of the Spring and Autumn Annals 
Period (770-476BCE).  China, in the time of 
this study, encompassed the northern 
provinces, nominally under a Zhou ruler. The 
bronze Spades originated as actual agricultural   
implements   used   in   barter, evolving into 
the stylized “coins” with

differing neck lengths, foot widths, and value inscriptions (Fig #3).  Spades were commonly marked with vertical lines 
and a few ancient form characters denoting their value.   
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From the Editor: 
The town I live in is celebrating the 350th Anniversary of its 
founding.  The Smith family still lives in the area.  I am 
actually writing this from the beach while I am waiting for a 
fireworks show to begin.   I have found lots of books lately 
written by archaeologists or about archaeologists.  Always 
stressed is the slim chance of obtaining steady work other 
than teaching.  Me?  No thanks!  The thought of dirt under 
my fingernails is too much for me, I'll stick to my stamps 
and quilting.   
 

Did you know that quilting is an outdoor activity?  I go from 
farm festival to farm festival this time of year.  I take my 
nice cheap plastic quilt frame with me and just sit in a field, 
usually placed near other colonial hobbiests, whether 
spinsters (those spinning yarn from fleece), or hookers (as in 
hooked rugs), or near a site with other quilters.  So today I 
am at the beach most of the day and tomorrow it's the farm 
of the Smithtown Historical Society. 
 

When I tell people I let my passport lapse many years ago 
and my travel days are long gone, they react in different 
ways.  Some are sympathetic, some feel pity for me.  But 
every time I read international events I doubt I will ever get 
another passport.   Oh yes, I’d like to see London again, my 
next trip was to be Greece – but each time I planned to tour 
that country something would happen, an accident or illness 
or family event, and no travel that year would be possible.  
These days I’d rather see Turkey. 
 

In the days I was travelling I went someplace in Europe 
every two years, I sailed down the Nile, saw Volubilis in 
Morocco, I was in Israel the only Easter Holiday there was 
no terrorism.  So I understand that today many of the “holy 
sites” are in Palestinian controlled areas.  To cater to the 
tourists the Jews and Moslems need each other.  As of 
sundown on Fridays no food is to be found unless you 
venture into the Arab sections of Jerusalem.  Saturday 
photography is forbidden in the Jewish sections, that’s when 
you visit the tourist sites in the Arab controlled areas – oh, 
and the Armenian section.  I walked along the wall, buying 
T-shirts and other souvenirs along with way.  You can’t do 
that today.  I missed Jordan, Turkey, Syria.  Hey!  I spent 2 
nights on a kibbutz where I could see Syria from the garden! 
 

I am planning a trip to New York City to attend the big 
stamp show.  If you have never attended an international, it 
is worth the trip!  If you arrive by train, Amtrak into Penn 
Station, you will see soldiers in the street.  They have 
patrolled Penn Station since 9/11/2001, with dogs.  The 
group putting the show together have found hotels as cheap 
as $135/night.  Me?  I have a FRIEND!  Somehow I cannot 
see myself getting the midnight special home and turning 
around 5 hours later to head back.  I attended Pacific ’97, 
Washington 2006 and will attend NY-2016.   

Caroline 
 

 



Qingtong Qua – Early Bronze Coins of China 
By Gerald J. Gallagher 
 

Use of Spades continued into the Han Dynasty (206BCE – AD220), the period 
revered by the “Sons of Han” as the archetype of civilization.  In current times, 
the Spade silhouette symbolizes National Savings Day on Taiwan, Republic of 
China.   Encouraging youthful thrift, home banks are made in the Spade shape 
with a slot for coins in the short handle (Fig #4). 
 

PROC, National Savings Day, Scott 2214-2215, issued Oct 25, 1980, (Fig#4) >>    
 

 

The Republic’s Army used a Spade as the emblem of the Finance 
Corps (Fig #5).  The technique for inlaying gold and silver into 
bronze developed during the Warring States Period (475-
221BCE).  The Army device bears characters as used in the 
Zhou’s 7th century BCE, reading “Tai Wu” (“Finance Corps.”) in 
silver. 
 
<<  ROC Army Finance Corps lapel pins (Fig#5) 

 

Contemporary with the Spades were numerous 
forms of Knife Money (Figs #6 & 7).  These 
pieces, bronze without cutting edges, were popular 
in northeastern provinces, with usage spreading to 
Korea and Japan.  They were cast with characters 
denoting their mint, value, and position in the 
mold.  Knife bronzes were particularly favored in 
trade with the Xiongnu, tribal nomads ancestral to 
the Huns.  
 

       
PROC, Knife Money, Scott #2083-6, issued Jan 18, 1978 (Fig#6) 

        
Cowrie-Spade-Knife Money, Scott 1740-1747, Oct 29, 2981 (Fig#7) 
 

      
PROC, Round Bronze Coins, Scott 1938-41, May 20, 1975 (Fig#8) 

 

Round bronze coins in the traditional form with 
a voided center began during the later Zhou, 
mid-4th century BCE.  For several centuries 
Spades, Knives and Roman pieces circulates 
together as found in hoards.  For ease of 
stringing or mounting on wooden dowels for 
greater value, coins had round (Spade area) or 
square (Knife area) holes with characters of value 
molded around them (Fig #8). 

   
Taiping Rebellion, Scott #126-7, Dec 15, 1951 (Fig#9) 

Chinese coins, until the early decades of the 20th century, are 
colloquially known as “cash”.  The term derives from Portuguese 
“caixa” (value / currency) in the Age of Exploration.  These low 
value coins were termed “Wen” by the Chinese.  As technology 
developed later “cash” have additional characters surrounding the 
hole and value indicators, e.g. those of the T’aip’ing Rebellion 
against the Qing (Manchu) Dynasty in the mid-19th century CE 
(Fig #9). 
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Qingtong Qua – Early Bronze Coins of China 
By Gerald J. Gallagher 
 

        
A Han Dynasty bi, 16 cm in diameter,     Liangzhu Jade Artifacts;  Bi & Cong 
Jade, (Fig#10)                                         Scott #3887-8, issued Mar 8, 2011 
 

Qin Shi Huang-di sought to 
replace barter, Spades and 
Knives with a coin based 
economy, though the process 
took several centuries.  As the 
Chinese see words and images 
as inter-related, the choice of a 
round form was influenced by 
the “Bi” (Fig #10).  Of jade or 
glass, “Bi” disks originated in 
the 4th century BCE as symbols 
of all-encompassing Heaven 
whose Mandate gave legitimacy 
to the Emperor and Dynasty.   

Early Zhou bronze weights came in this form which made it familiar when used for coins (Fig #11).  Associated with the 
“Bi” is the “Cong” (Fig #12) a hollow cylinder within a rectangle.  Its original ritual function obscure, the “Cong” is 
thought to have been a symbol of the Earth in shamanistic religions.  Later traditions associate the bi with heaven, and the 
cong with the earth. 
 
 

Paphos – Old and New 
By Joseph Kolker 
 

A beautiful postcard complete with a mysterious stone face and exotic looking ruins 
started a search for a more complete understanding of Paphos of Cyprus. 
 
The founding myth, kept alive by Strabo, a famous Greek geographer, philosopher and 
historian, states that the Amazons founded Old Paphos on the island of Cyprus in the 
eastern Mediterranean Sea.  It also states that Paphos is an eponym of Paphos, the son of 
Pygmalion.  Pygmalion was a legendary sculptor who fell in love with his ivory statue after 
Aphrodite gave it life.  Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of love and beauty.  When 
archaeologists traveled to Paphos they discovered many interesting buildings and objects. 
 
The town of Paphos held much history because of the many ancient buildings and items 
that were intact.  Archaeologists found out that they were built by people who inhabited 
the town since the Neolithic Period.  The people also worshipped Aphrodite and the 
people made a cult dedicated to her in 700 BC.  Many of the objects also confirmed two 
archaic kings named Etevandros and Elkastar.  Archaeologists also discovered the history 
behind the capital of Old Paphos. 
 

 
Fig#1, Cyprus, King 
Palaepaphos, High Priest of 
Aphrdite. Scott #582, 
issued July 5, 1982. 

 

<<  Fig#2, Aphrodite in Marble 

 
The final king of Paphos, Nicocles, successfully rebuilt the port of Old Paphos.  It soon replaced 
Salamis as the capital.  The major reason it became the capital was because the Ptolomies favored 
capital closer to Alexandria, their capital.  Many years later, Paphos and the cult of Aphrodite came 
to an end by two devastating events. 
 
In 391AD the Roman Emperor Theodosius took control of Paphos.  Soon, he outlawed all pagan 
religions including the cult of Aphrodite.  Finally the cult of Aphrodire was destroyed.  Later, 
Paphos was obliterated by a destructive earthquake leaving the town in deserted ruins.  But, it would 
soon be rediscovered as New Paphos. 
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Paphos – Old and New 
By Joseph Kolker 
 

 

Legend has it that new Paphos was founded by Agapuor, Chief of the Arcadians, 
after the siege of Troy.  Our best archaeological evidence indicates that New and 
Old Paphos existed side by side for many years.  A new temple of Aphrodite was 
built there.  Over time, new buildings would be built over the ruins of Old 
Paphos and be known today as New Paphos. 
 
<<  Fig#3, Cyprus, Silver Slater of Paphos 460BC, Scott #387, issued Sept 25, 1972 

 

            
Fig#4, Cyprus, commemorative limited edition postcard of Scott #582.          Fig#5, Cancellation stamp of First Day of issue. 

 
Paphos again became famous of the apostle  Paul with Barnabas visited  the island evangelizing those he met, according to 
the Acts of the Apostles in the Bible.  Catacombs were made by early Christmas in the area; a picture of one is in Fig. #6. 

 

 
Fig#6, Entrance to the Tomb of Kings, 
an early Christian catacomb. 

 
  Fig#7, Example of Ruins of Old Paphos 

 

 
Fig#8, One of the areas believed to be 
Aphrodite’s Rock; where Aphrodite first 
rose out of the sea. 

However, the entire area declined over the last millennia, especially with the rise of Nicosia, the current capital of Cyprus.  
Only in the last ten years has the Paphos area really grown again, thanks in large part to the entire city being put on the 
World Cultural Heritage List by UNESCO, stimulating tourism to the area. 
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New Digs 

    
Aruba, Cave Art, no further information known  
 

 
 

 
China – Taiwan;  Prehistoric Jade Artifacts, no further 
information known  
 

 
Germany issued March 2, 2015 Scott #2831 
Hildesheim, one of the oldest cities in Northern Germany, 
became the seat of the Bishopric of Hildesheim in 815 
and may have been founded when the bishop moved  
 
 

from Elze to the Innerste ford, which was an important 
market on the Hellweg trade route. The settlement around 
the cathedral very quickly developed into a town and was 
awarded market rights by King Otto III in 983. Originally 
the market was held in a street called Old Market (Alter 
Markt) which still exists today. The first market place was 
laid out around the church St. Andreas. When the city 
grew further, a bigger market place became necessary. The 
present market place of Hildesheim was laid out at the 
beginning of the 13th century when the city had about 
5,000 inhabitants. When Hildesheim obtained city status 
in 1249, it was one of the biggest cities in Northern 
Germany.  For four centuries the clergy ruled Hildesheim, 
before a city hall was built and the citizens gained some 
influence and independence. Construction of the present 
City Hall started in 1268.  In 1367 Hildesheim became a 
member of the Hanseatic League. A war between the 
citizens and their bishop cost dearly in 1519-1523 when 
they engaged in a feud. Hildesheim became Lutheran in 
1542, and only the cathedral and a few other buildings 
remained in imperial (Catholic) hands. 
 

 
Germany, 1000 Years Leipzig, July 1, 2015, #2853. 
Leipzig has been a trade city since at least the time of the 
Holy Roman Empire.  The city sits at the intersection of 
the Via Regia and Via Imperii, two important Medieval 
trade routes. Leipzig was once one of the major European 
centers of learning and culture in fields such as music and 
publishing.[5] Leipzig became a major urban center within 
the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) after 
World War II, Leipzig was first documented in 1015 in 
the chronicles of Bishop Thietmar of Merseburg as 'urbs 
Libzi' (Chronikon VII, 25), and endowed with city and 
market privileges in 1165 by Otto the Rich. The Leipzig 
Trade Fair, started in the Middle Ages, became an event 
of international importance and is the oldest remaining 
trade fair in the world. 

 
Hungary, Museum Treasures, Ancient Pottery Jug, 
Wooden Chest, Florio Romer (1815-89) founder Museum 
of Art & History, Gyor, issued July 3, 2015, Scott #4359.  
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New Digs 

 
 

<< Hungary, Museum Treasures, #4360  Ceramic items from Zsolnay Collection of 
the Janus Pannonius Museum, Pecs  #4360. 
 
StampNews.com got to know that Magyar Posta presented the collections of 
Hungarian museums on special stamps. On the denominations issued in the series in 
2015, some of the highly prized treasures of the Rómer Flóris Museum of Art and 
History in Győr and the Zsolnay Collection of the Janus Pannonius Museum in Pécs 
are featured. The new issue was unveiled and put into circulation on the 3d of July. 

Rómer Flóris Museum of Art and History, Győr 
(previous page) 

Flóris Rómer (1815-1889), who lent his name to the 
museum, was born 200 years ago. As a Benedictine monk in 
Győr, he proposed founding a museum in 1857 as he 
realised that “antique artefacts” were of use in school 
education. His endeavours came to fruition on 6 May 1859 
when the Imperial and Royal Central Board supervising 
research into and the maintenance of architectural 
monuments officially founded the museum. His notable 
successors considerably improved the collection and named 
the museum after Flóris Rómer. 
Over time, the museum’s collections and exhibition areas 
were increased significantly through donations and 
purchases. Using the old name, on 1 February 2013 the 
Rómer Flóris Museum of Art and History became a 
municipal museum with a remit for the whole county and 
exhibitions at 11 locations. Among the museum’s functions, 
receiving and educating visitors, conveying values, and 
preserving and presenting local culture play a major role. 
This is reflected by the new slogan, “open, colourful, living”. 
 

Janus Pannonius Museum’s Zsolnay Collection, Pécs 
The Janus Pannonius Museum’s permanent exhibition 
presenting the Zsolnay Collection, which opened in 2007, is 
housed at 2 Káptalan Street in Pécs. Among the aspects the 
objects on display illustrate is the development of Zsolnay 
architectural ceramics from historic revival style ornaments 
to large scale individual works. Vilmos Zsolnay invented 
pyrogranite that enabled the use of very colourful ceramics 
on the façades of buildings. The basis of this Collection was 
the Zsolnay collection of the Municipal Museum of Pécs. 
This provides a historical overview of the manufacture of 
this form of ceramics, and was given to the city by Miklós 
Zsolnay in 1907. The Zsolnay family founded the museum 
in 1928 to mark the centenary of the birth of Vilmos 
Zsolnay. In 1853 Miklós Zsolnay, a merchant in Pécs, 
founded a stoneware factory for his son Ignác. One hundred 
and fifty years ago, in 1865, only a few people worked there 
when Vilmos Zsolnay took over the business. By developing 
the technology and experimenting with materials during the 
early years he was in charge, he transformed it into a highly 
successful venture. 

 

<<  India, Samrat Ashoka, Nabakalebara (wooden statue) issued 2015 
Ashoka Maurya (304–232 BCE), commonly known as Ashoka and Ashoka the 
Great, was an Indian emperor of the Maurya Dynasty who ruled almost all of the 
Indian subcontinent from c. 269 to 232 BCE.  One of India's greatest emperors, 
Ashoka reigned over a realm that stretched from the Hindu Kush mountains in the 
west to Bengal in the East and covered the entire Indian subcontinent except parts 
of present-day Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The empire's capital was Pataliputra (in 
Magadha, present-day Bihar), with provincial capitals at Taxila and Ujjain. 
In about 260 BCE, Ashoka waged a bitterly destructive war against the state of 
Kalinga (modern Odisha).   He conquered Kalinga, which none of his ancestors had 
done.  He embraced Buddhism after witnessing the mass deaths of the Kalinga

War, which he himself had waged out of a desire for conquest. "Ashoka reflected on the war in Kalinga, which reportedly had 
resulted in more than 100,000 deaths and 150,000 deportations."  Ashoka converted gradually to Buddhism beginning about 
263 BCE.  He was later dedicated to the propagation of Buddhism across Asia, and established monuments marking several 
significant sites in the life of Gautama Buddha. "Ashoka regarded Buddhism as a doctrine that could serve as a cultural 
foundation for political unity." Ashoka is now remembered as a philanthropic administrator. In the Kalinga edicts, he 
addresses his people as his "children", and mentions that as a father he desires their good. 
Ashoka's name "Aśoka" means "painless, without sorrow" in Sanskrit (the a privativum and śoka "pain, distress"). In his edicts, 

he is referred to as Devānāmpriya (Pali Devānaṃpiya or "The Beloved of the Gods"), and Priyadarśin (Pali Piyadasī or "He who 
regards everyone with affection"). His fondness for his name's connection to the Saraca asoca tree, or the "Ashoka tree" is also 
referenced in the Ashokavadana. 
H.G. Wells wrote of Ashoka in his book The Outline of History: "Amidst the tens of thousands of names of monarchs that crowd the 
columns of history, their majesties and graciousnesses and serenities and royal highnesses and the like, the name of Ashoka shines, and 
shines, almost alone, a star." Along with the Edicts of Ashoka, his legend is related in the 2nd-century CE Ashokavadana ("Narrative of 
Ashoka", a part of Divyavadana), and in the Sri Lankan text Mahavamsa ("Great Chronicle"). The emblem of the modern Republic of India is an 
adaptation of the Lion Capital of Ashoka. 
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New Digs 
 

 

<< India,  Indian Ocean and Rajendra Chola I – new stamp issue by Indian Post 
April 3, 2015.  (better image is needed) 
 
StampNews.com hurries to inform that India Post released the commemorative 
stamp on ‘Indian Ocean and Rajendra Chola I’on the 20th of March. The stamp 
depicts the ocean and a statue of the king who was extremely powerful and reigned 
most of South East Asia in the early 11th century. The stamp also commemorates 
the 1000th anniversary of the coronation of ancient Tamil King Rajendra Chola I. 

The Indian Ocean is the third largest of the world’s oceanic divisions, covering approximately 20% of the water on the Earth’s 
surface. It is bounded by Asia on the north, on the west by Africa, on the east by Australia, and on the south by the Southern 
Ocean (or, depending on definition, by Antarctica). Although generally assumed to be named for India, early European writers 
referred to the “East Indian” Ocean, the East Indies being the name given by European travelers collectively to India, South 
East Asia and the Indonesian archipelago. 
Rajendra Chola I (Rajendra Chola the Great) was the son of Rajaraja Chola I and considered one of the greatest rulers and 
military leaders of the Indian Tamil Chola Empire. He succeeded his father in 1014 CE as the Chola emperor. During his 
reign, he extended the influences of the already vast Chola Empire up to the banks of the river Ganges in north India and 
across the ocean. 
Rajendra’s territories extended, the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Sri Lanka, Maldives, and he successfully invaded the 
territories of Srivijaya in Malaysia, Southern Thailand and Indonesia in South East Asia with his fleet of ships. Inscriptions and 
historical sources assert that the Medieval Chola king Rajendra Chola I sent a naval expedition to Indochina, the Malay 
Peninsula and Indonesia in 1025 in order to subdue Srivijaya. 
 

   

 
<< Niger, 
Prehistoric Water 
Animals Sheetlet of 
4 different plus 
souvenir sheet of 
one.  No further 
information is 
known about this 
issue. 

 

   
Sri Lanka - Medieval Eras Stone Carvings Souvenir Sheet August 23, 2015 
Various facets of the Sri Lankan history beginning from the pre-historic era until the Polonnaru period were depicted by these 
series of stamps on the theme of Sri Lanka in the past consisting of 21 stamps with first of the series depicting the Pre-
Historic Era, the second series depicting the Early Historic Period and the Early Anuradhapura Period, the third series  

(next pg) 
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New Digs 

Sri Lanka - Medieval Eras Stone Carvings (cont’d) 
depicting the Post-Anuradhapura Period and the fourth series depicting the Polonnaru Period. The end of the 
Polonnary period started with the invasion of Kalinga Magha and with that the Sri Lankan kingdom which was centered 
round the Raja Rata till then began to shift towards the south-western region. The kingdoms that existed thereafter as 
that of Dambadeniya, Yapahuwa, Kurunegala and Gampola respectively did not last long and due to that very reason 
the archaeological evidence left from those periods too is very scanty. 
Dembadeniya was the first centre of administration after the shifting of the kingdom towards the south-western region. 
It was king Vijayabaju III “1232 AD-1272 AD” who made Dambadeniya his kingdom and after him his elder son 
Parakramabahu II “1236 AD-1270 AD” ascended the throne. Being a poet of great repute, he was awarded the 
honorary title of Kalikala- Sahitya- Sarvajna- Pandita. 
His successor Vijayabahu IV “1271 AD-1272 AD” could not retain the throne for long. There are two slabs of stone 
known as Vira Gal fixed to the front wall of the Tempita image house of Dambadeniya Vijayasundararama Raja Maha 
Vihara where there are several bas-relief carvings. The stamp depicts one of those carvings. 
 

 
Sri Lanka - 125th Anniversary 
of the Dept. of Archaeology, 
issued July 8, 2015 

The Department of Archaeology commenced its duties 1890. However, the 
ground-work related to archaeological activities took place many years 
before, during the governance of Sir Hercules Robinson. 
In the year 1873, Governor Sir William Gregory issued instructions for a 
complete survey to be undertaken. Therefore, a site survey of ancient 
Anuradhapura began during this year. The pioneering work carried out by 
J.G. Smither, titled “Architectural Remains of Anuradhapura”,  comprising 
information of dagabas and certain other ruined structures, was released in 
1894.  Archaeological activities of Sri Lanka, can be categorized into two 
periods of time. The initial period is the Colonial period whilst the latter is 
the Independent period. The Colonial period was administered by British 
officers administered by Sri Lankans. 

The first Sri Lankan to be appointed the head of the Department was Dr. S. Paranavithana. 
 

 
Turkey, Ethnographic  Museum, 
issued March 10, 2015 

The Ethnography Museum of Ankara is a museum of ethnography dedicated to 
the cultures Turkish civilizations. The building was designed by architect Arif 
Hikmet Koyunoğlu and was built between 1925 and 1928.[1] The museum 
temporarily hosted the sarcophagus of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk from November 
21, 1938 until November 10, 1953, during the period of the construction of 
Anıtkabir, its final resting place. 
The Ethnography museum reflects the Turkish national character, history and 
culture. It is the first state museum which was planned and built in the republic 
period. 

 

 

The Museum of Anatolian Civilizations (Turkish: Anadolu Medeniyetleri Müzesi) 
is located on the south side of Ankara Castle in the Atpazarı area in Ankara, 
Turkey. It consists of the old Ottoman Mahmut Paşa bazaar storage building, 
and the Kurşunlu Han. Because of Atatürk's desire to establish a Hittite 
museum, the buildings were bought upon the suggestion of Hamit Zübeyir 
Koşay, who was then Culture Minister, to the National Education Minister, 
Saffet Arıkan. After the remodelling and repairs were completed (1938–1968), 
the building was opened to the public as the Ankara Archaeological Museum.   

Turkey, Museum of Anatolian  
Civilizations, est. 1921, issued March 10, 2015 
 

The exhibits of gold, silver, glass, marble and bronze works date back as far as the second half of the first millennium 
BC. The coin collections, with examples ranging from the first minted money to modern times, represent the museum's 
rare cultural treasures.  The first museum in Ankara was established by Mübarek Galip Bey, Directorate of Culture, in 
1921, in the section of the Castle of Ankara called Akkale. In addition to this museum, artifacts from the Augustus 
Temple and the Byzantine Baths were also collected. Upon recommendation of Atatürk and from the view of 
establishing an "Eti Museum" in the center, the Hittite artifacts from the region were sent to Ankara and therefore a 
larger museum was needed. 
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New Digs 
 

 
Turkey Museums, Part of the set            
Issued March 10, 2015, above  
museum is unknown. 
 

   
Turkey, Bridges, On Gozlu Bridge and Malabadi Bridge, issued April 10, 2015 

Historic Bridges - On Gozlu Bridge Diyarbakir, also known as The Dicle Bridge, an 11th-century bridge with ten arches 
over the river Tigris (Turkish: Dicle) in southeastern Turkey. Completed in 1065, it numbers ten arches with a total length 
of 178 m (584 ft). Hence, it is locally called also "On Gözlü Köprü" / "Pira Dehderî" (literally: Ten Arches Bridge). Its 
another name is the Silvan Bridge due to its position being on the road to Silvan.  The bridge was commissioned by 
Nizamüddin and Müeyyidüddevle during the Kurdish dynasty, Marwanids era (990–1085) in Diyarbakır, and was built by 
architect Sancaroğlu Ubeydoğlu Yusuf in 1065, as stated in two lines of Kufic script in the inscription mounted on the 
southern facade of the bridge.  Due to its historic characteristic, motorized traffic over the bridge suspended after the 
construction of the Marwanids Bridge, or as initially named Bağıvar Bridge, in November 2009. The new bridge was built 
about 1 km (0.62 mi) south of Dicle Bridge, far enough not to spoil the landscape view of the old bridge. 
 

The Malabadi Bridge is an arch bridge spanning the Batman River near the town of Near Silvan, Diyarbakır in southeastern 
Turkey. Construction began in the year 1146/1147 during the Artuqid period, and appears to have been completed in AH 
549 (1154/1155). The bridge was commissioned by Temür-Tash of Mardin, son of Ilghazi, and grandson of Artuk Bey.  
According to the local 12th-century historian Ibn al-Azraq al-Farīqī, the current bridge replaced one built in 668/669 that 
had collapsed in 1144/1145.  The bridge was restored in the late twelfth century, and recently in the beginning of the 20th 
century. It was once the only bridge across the river in this area, and was in continuous use until the 1950s, when a new 
road bridge was opened upstream. 

 
Turkey, Another in their popular Tourism series.  No further information known, issued 2014-2015. 
 

New Digs Update 

      
Lithuania - Coins with Vytis,           Malta Aquaducts, April 21, 2015,  
Jan 2, 2015, Scott #1039-44            Scott #1535-6 
 

    
 
 

  
United Nations, New York, Scott #1113-4 

  
Geneva, Scott #601-2, Issued June 5, 2015 

  
Vienna, Scott 567-8
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Archaeology Today 
Iraqi Museum Discovers Missing Lines From the 
Epic of Gilgamesh 
One of the world's first great stories just got a new 
chapter.  It's not unusual for fantasy epics to endure for 
years.  But even George R.R. Martin would be shocked 
to learn about the century-and-a-half wait for a 
new chapter of the Epic of Gilgamesh, one of the world's 
oldest written stories. The Sulaymaniyah Museum in Iraq 
has discovered 20 new lines to the ancient Babylonian 
poem, writes Ted Mills for Open Culture.  
   The Epic of Gilgamesh, which dates back to 18th century 
BC, was pieced together from fragments that tell the 
story of a Sumerian king who travels with a wild 
companion named Enkidu. As Mills explains, scholars 
were well aware that new fragments of the poem could 
possibly turn up — modern readers are most familiar 
with a version discovered in Nineveh in 1853 — and 
during the war in Iraq, as looters pillaged ancient sites, 
they finally did. The Sulaymaniah Museum acquired the 
tablet in 2011, as part of a collection purchased from a 
smuggler, according to Osama S.M. Amin at Ancient 
History Et Cetera: 
   The collection was composed of 80-90 tablets of 
different shapes, contents and sizes. All of the tablets 
were, to some degree, still covered with mud. Some were 
completely intact, while others were fragmented. The 
precise location of their excavation is unknown, but it is 
likely that they were illegally unearthed from, what is 
known today as, the southern part of the Babel (Babylon) 
or Governorate, Iraq (Mesopotamia). 
   The tablet is three fragments joined together, dating 
back nearly 3,000 years to the Neo-Babylonian period. 
An analysis by the University of London's Farouk Al-
Rawi’s reveals more details from the poem's fifth 
chapter, according to Amin. The new lines include 
descriptions of a journey into the "Cedar Forest," where 
Gilgamesh and Enkidu encounter monkeys, birds and 
insects, then kill a forest demigod named Humbaba. In a 
paper for the American Schools of Oriental Research, 
Al-Rawi describes the significance of these details: 
   The previously available text made it clear that 
[Gilgamesh] and Enkidu knew, even before they killed 
Humbaba, that what they were doing would anger the 
cosmic forces that governed the world, chiefly the god 
Enlil. Their reaction after the event is now tinged with a 
hint of guilty conscience, when Enkidu remarks ruefully 
that … "we have reduced the forest [to] a wasteland." 
   The museum's discovery casts new light on Humbaba, 
in particular, who had been depicted as a "barbarian 
ogre" in other tablets. As Mills writes, "Just like a good 
director’s cut, these extra scenes clear up some muddy 
character motivation, and add an environmental moral to 
the tale." 
By Marissa Fessenden,  smithsonian.com Oct 7, 2015 
 

Petroglyph in Spain Marks When Atlantic and 
Mediterranean Cultures Met 
A unique petroglyph near the Atlantic coast of northern 
Spain provides evidence that ancient Atlantic and 
Mediterranean cultures were in contact earlier than 
previously thought. 
     The Auga dos Cebros rock art panel, on the Costa 
dos Castros in the extreme northwest Spain, is one of the 
greatest archaeological treasures on the Atlantic 
seaboard. The most famous petroglyph depicts a boat 
with a combination of oars and sails. Researcher Javier 
Costas Goberna searched archaeological records 
throughout Europe, discovering evidence of very 
similarly designed vessels in the Mediterranean roughly 
4,000 years ago. Equivalent Atlantic boats of the time 
were primarily without sails, and of a different form. 
     Fellow researcher Maria Ruiz-Galvez Priego identified 
the Auga dos Cebros boat as being remarkably similar to 
Aegean vessels of approximately 2000 BCE, particularly 
as depicted on ancient Cretan stamps. Like the Auga dos 
Cebros boat, those vessels featured outwardly-opened 
bows and sterns, masts and rigging that held sails as the 
primary means of propulsion, and lines that are 
interpreted to represent oars and/or oarsmen. 
     The Auga dos Cebros petroglyph represents the only 
depiction of this type of seafaring vessel in the 
Atlantic/European region characteristic of the Bronze 
Age period. The researchers propose that the Auga dos 
Cebros boat likely originated in the Mediterranean, 
suggesting contact or trade with Atlantic cultures as 
much as 4,000 years ago. 
     The rock art is located in a very delicate area, subject 
to erosion due to the fluctuating course of the river Vilar. 
There are plans to clear vegetation and record new rock 
art in the area this year, and to carry out more ambitious 
conservation in the near future. 
Edited from Popular Archaeology (5 October 2015) 
 

Antikythera Shipwreck Yields New Cache of 
Ancient Treasures 
Scientists have recovered more than 50 artifacts from the 
site, including a bronze armrest that was possibly part of 
a throne.  Over 2,000 years ago, the churning ocean 
below the cliffs of the Greek island Antikythera 
swallowed a massive ship loaded with a trove of 
luxuries—fine glassware, marble statues and, famously, a 
complex geared device thought to be the earliest 
computer. 
   Discovered by Greek sponge divers in 1900, the 
shipwreck has since yielded some of the most impressive 
antiquities to date. And while severe weather has 
hampered recent dives, earlier this month a team of 
explorers recovered more than 50 stunning new items, 
including  a  bone  or  ivory  flute,   delicate  glassware 

(Cont’d. Next Page)
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Archaeology Today 
Antikythera Shipwreck (cont’d) 
fragments, ceramics jugs, parts of the ship itself and a 
bronze armrest from what was possibly a throne.  “Every 
single dive on the wreck delivers something interesting; 
something beautiful,” marvels Brendan Foley, a marine 
archeologist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
and co-director of the project. “It’s like a tractor-trailer 
truck wrecked on the way to Christie’s auction house for 
fine art—it’s just amazing.” 
   The wreck of the Antikythera ship hides beneath a few 
feet of sand and scattered shards of ceramic fragments at 
a depth of about 180 feet. Following an initial excavation 
funded by the Greek government, explorer Jacques 
Cousteau returned to the wreck in 1976 to mine the 
seemingly endless bounty, recovering hundreds of items. 
But with even more modern advances in diving and 
scientific equipment, scientists believed the Antikythera 
wreckage had more secrets to reveal. 
   In 2014, an international team of archaeologists, divers, 
engineers, filmmakers and technicians embarked on the 
first excavation of this site in 40 years, using detailed and 
meticulous scientific techniques to not only find new 
treasures but also to try and reconstruct the ship's 
history.  The team used autonomous robots to produce 
hyper-precise maps of the site in partnership with the 
University of Sydney Australia, says Foley. These maps—
accurate down to about a tenth of an inch—were pivotal 
for both planning dives and mapping discoveries. 
   The Antikythera shipwreck is spread across two 
different sites separated by about the length of a football 
field, he says. Analytic tools, like comparing the stamps 
on amphora handles from each site, will help scientists 
determine whether the wreck represents one or two 
ships. If it was two ships, “that opens up a whole series 
of questions,” says Foley. “Were they sailing together? 
Did one try to help the other?”  Still, the large size of 
objects recovered at the primary wreckage site suggests 
that at least one ship was massive, akin to an ancient 
grain ship. One such item recently recovered as part of 
the latest haul was a lead salvage ring about 15.7 inches 
wide, used to straighten tangled anchor lines.  Scientists 
hope to learn more about the origin of the ship—or 
ships—by analyzing the isotopic composition of lead 
artifacts similar to this ring, which will yield information 
about where the vessel itself was made. 
   For the ceramic artifacts, the team plans to look closely 
at any residues preserved inside the container walls. “Not 
only are [the ceramics] beautiful in their own right, but 
we can extract DNA from them,” says Foley. That could 
give information about ancient medicines, cosmetics and 
perfumes.  The team currently has plans to head back out 
to the site in May, but the future of the project is open-
ended. With so much information to glean from the 
current set of artifacts, Foley says that they could let the 
site sit for another generation. With the rapid advance of 

technology, future expeditions may have even better 
techniques and be able to discover even more about the 
wreckage.  “What will be available a generation from 
now, we can’t even guess,” he says 
By Maya Wei-Haas,  smithsonian.com,  September 29, 2015  

 
Ancient Cats Drove Ancient Dogs to Extinction  
The battle between cats and dogs goes back millions of 
years – and it looks like the cats won one of the early 
rounds. 
During the Eocene Era, about 55.8-33.9 million years 
ago, mammal populations were exploding across the 
planet. The earliest primates had appeared just a few 
million years before and at their peak, about 30 different 
canine species roamed what is now North America. But 
according to a new study, most of these ancient dogs 
suddenly disappeared about 20 million years ago. The 
culprit? Early cats. 
   “While several groups of carnivores might have 
competed with dogs, felids [cats] are the groups that 
shows by far the strongest evidence of competition,” 
computational biologist and lead author Daniele Silvestro 
told Katherine Ellen Foley for Quartz via email.   To 
figure out exactly what caused these ancient canines to 
go extinct, Silvestro and his team looked at more than 
2,000 fossils from all sorts of animals that lived in the 
same area from about 20-40 million years ago. The 
researchers compared the body types of carnivores like 
bears, wolves and big cats to see which animals might 
have directly competed for food at a time when the 
planet was undergoing severe climate change. According 
to Silvestro, ancient cats like the false-sabretooth cat fit 
the profile perfectly: they were about the same size as the 
canines, they ate the same food and were thriving and 
diversifying at the same time as the dogs rapidly 
disappeared from the fossil record, Foley writes. 
   Today, there are only about nine different dog species 
living in North America. Even though the planet’s 
climate was rapidly changing at the time, it appears that 
cats were just better predators than their rivals.  "We 
usually expect climate changes to play an overwhelming 
role in the evolution of biodiversity,” Silvestro said in a 
statement. “Instead, competition among different 
carnivore species proved to be even more important for 
canids.” 
   While early cats might have driven many species of 
early dogs to extinction, it appears that dogs had a leg up 
in their partnership with early humans. According a 
recent genetic study, dogs began to separate from wolves 
about 27,000 years ago, much earlier than was previously 
believed. On the other hand, the earliest evidence of 
wildcats living alongside humans only dates back about 
9,500 years.  
By Danny Lewis,  smithsonian.com,  September 17, 2015  
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Archaeology Today 
The Temple of Bel Has Been Destroyed, the U.N. says 
One of the most culturally significant pieces of architecture in the world has been destroyed, the United Nations said on 
Monday, August 31st.  The U.N. training and research agency released satellite images and analysis that confirmed the 
Temple of Bel -- which for nearly 2,000 years has been the center of religious life in Palmyra, Syria -- was no longer 
standing, despite conflicting reports earlier in the day that it was not fully demolished.  UNOSAT Manager Einar 
Bjorgo said he could "confirm destruction of the main building of the Temple of Bel as well as a row of columns in its 
immediate vicinity."  Syria's antiquities chief, Maamoun Abdulkarim, said earlier on Monday that the temple's iconic 
columns were still standing, despite an explosion there Sunday.  A satellite image confirms the destruction of the main 
building of the Temple of Bel, as well as a row of columns in its immediate vicinity.  He said there was an explosion 
Sunday inside the walls of the Temple of Bel, and while the extent of the damage was not yet known at the time, 
witnesses reported the walls were still standing. He called the site "the most important temple in Syria and one of the 
most important in the whole Middle East." 
  The UK-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reports had reported previously that the temple had been at 
least in part damaged by ISIS.  ISIS has become known not only for its brutal executions but also for its hatred of 
antiquities and its wanton destruction of them.  Recently, it executed Khaled al-As'ad, an 82-year-old man who had 
spent his life on the painstaking task of preserving antiquities in Palmyra, because he refused to reveal where various 
irreplaceable relics had been hidden. 
   The first-century temple, which is dedicated to the ancient "god of gods," is one of the largest and best-preserved in 
the region and represents a meeting point between classical and Eastern architecture, Abdulkarim said.  ISIS, perhaps 
the most brutal terrorist group to emerge in modern times, has shown a taste for demolishing irreplaceable ancient sites 
and antiquities. It considers "pre-Islamic religious objects or structures sacrilegious," wrote Sturt Manning, chairman of 
Cornell University's Department of Classics, in an opinion piece for CNN.com.  "It seeks to destroy diversity and 
enforce narrow uniformity. Evidence of a tolerant, diverse past is anathema," he said. "What it fears is memory and 
knowledge, which it cannot destroy."  Last week, ISIS published photos of its destruction of the temple of Baal Shamin, 
the first major structure in the ancient city of Palmyra to be destroyed.  
CNN, Sept 1, 2015 
 

Could a Door in King Tut's Tomb Lead to Nefertiti? 
There could be more in Tutanhkamun's burial chamber 
than meets the eye 
Tutankhamun’s life may have been brief, but his long 
afterlife has been exciting and filled with controversy. To 
this day, experts debate why he died, who his parents 
were, and why his wonderfully intact tomb was smaller 
than that of other kings. Now, there's another thing for 
Egyptologists to argue about: Is Nefertiti buried behind a 
hidden door in King Tut’s tomb? 
   Archaeologist Nicholas Reeves says yes. He says the 
answer lies in digital scans of the walls in King Tut’s 
burial chamber in the Valley of the Kings, writes Robert 
Gebelhoff for The Washington Post. The scans were 
published in 2014 by the Madrid-based art specialists 
Factum Arte. After poring over every detail of the scans, 
Reeves grew convinced that the chamber contains two 
doorways hidden behind plaster and paint and betrayed 
by minute cracks. 
In a paper published for the Amarna Royal Tombs Project, 
Reeves posits that one of the doors leads further into the 
tomb — and to Nefertiti's remains. The evidence for this 
claim rests on the fact that King Tut’s burial chambers 
are smaller than expected. Tutankhamun may have been 
buried in chambers originally intended for a private 
individual, but co-opted and enlarged for the young king. 
The tomb could also have been meant for a queen — 
like Nefertiti, whom many think was King Tut's mother. 

   Though Nefertiti was the consort of King Tut's father, 
Akhenaten, it's uncertain if she was Tut's biological 
mother. Regardless, she remains a popular and 
compelling figure in ancient Egyptian history — along 
with her husband, she started a religious revolution by 
worshiping only one god. Then there's the famous bust 
of Nefertiti, which has gained iconic status for its regal 
stare.   Finding the burial place of Queen Nefertiti would 
indeed be a stunning discovery, but other experts point 
out that at present, Reeves’ report is just an educated 
guess. But even if Reeves is wrong, finding out what is 
behind those doors is sure to add to the intrigue 
surrounding King Tut. 
By Marissa Fessenden,  smithsonian.com,  August 12, 2015 
 

Bronze Age Ireland’s Taste in Gold 

Gold lunula and disks, Ireland  

Gold has long played an important role in human 
societies. Its color, malleability, and resistance to 
corrosion have given it unequaled desirability for 
personal ornamentation and currency. In mainland 
Europe,   the   earliest  evidence  of   goldworking   dates 
back to more than 6,500 years ago in Bulgaria.
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Bronze Age Ireland’s Taste in Gold  (cont’d) 
For Ireland and Britain, it dates to about 2500 BC, when 
early Bronze Age Irish craftsmen made great strides in 
metallurgy and demonstrated extraordinary skill in the 
production of gold artifacts.  By hammering gold into 
thin sheets and then forming it into objects such as sun 
disks, beads, oval plaques, and lunulas, or crescent-
shaped neck ornaments decorated with geometric motifs, 
they created what were to become the most iconic gold 
artifacts of the early Irish Bronze Age (2200–1800 B.C.). 
Some 100 lunulas have been discovered by 
archaeologists, with more than 80 from Ireland alone, 
and much more early Bronze Age gold has been 
unearthed in Ireland than in nearby countries. Experts 
theorized, until recently, that Ireland was not only a 
center of gold production, but also, perhaps, a source of 
its unprocessed ore. 
   A recent study led by Christopher Standish from the 
University of Southampton has employed new scientific 
methods to analyze the provenance of Bronze Age Irish 
gold. His findings are beginning to overturn long-held 
assumptions. “Our lack of understanding of where the 
gold came from that was used for the manufacture of 
impressive ornaments found in Ireland has been a 
significant gap in our understanding of the Bronze Age 
in general,” he says. “Identifying which sources were 
exploited is vital if we want to recognize patterns of gold 
procurement, trade, and exchange, all of which help 
generate a fuller understanding of prehistoric societies, 
their economies, and the interactions between different 
groups.” 
   Standish’s team conducted lead-isotope and major-
element analyses, which measure concentrations of tin, 
silver, and copper, on more than 50 early Bronze Age 
gold artifacts to match their elemental signatures to gold 

sources in Ireland. Surprisingly, the composition of the 
manufactured gold products did not match any known 
Irish gold sources, even though there are a number of 
locally accessible deposits. This could suggest that Irish 
Bronze Age communities were exploiting a currently 
unknown gold source or one that no longer exists. 
However, Standish’s analysis also compared the Irish 
objects with known gold deposits in Britain, France, and 
Iberia. The likely origin of Bronze Age Irish gold, it turns 
out, was Cornwall, in southwest England, a region 
known for exporting tin at the time. “This suggests that 
southwest Britain would have been an extremely 
important region during the Bronze Age, as local 
populations would have had the ability to control the 
supply of two of the key materials in use at this time,” 
explains Standish. The study indicates that during the late 
third millennium B.C., trade networks existed between 
Ireland and southwest England, with unprocessed gold 
ingots from Cornwall being exchanged for Irish goods 
and resources, principally copper. 
But why would Irish communities go to the trouble of 
importing gold when they had local deposits available? 
Standish suggests that it might be due to the allure of 
objects from distant foreign lands. Imported gold would 
have demonstrated the prowess of an Irish chief—his 
ability to procure a precious resource from a faraway 
land—and the foreignness of the gold itself may have 
given it magical properties. “Gold sun disks and lunulas 
have both been linked to ideas of sun worship,” says 
Standish. “When discussed in terms of Bronze Age belief 
systems, it is easy to see how Irish societies would have 
preferred to make these objects out of an exotic, 
mystically charged material, which perhaps helps explain 
why local sources of gold may not have been desired.” 
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